The positional information overview provides detailed positional information for position p.Glu883. We can observe that it is aligned to consensus position 167 in the Pkinase Pfam protein domain. This consensus position has 98.6% alignment coverage. On this position no ClinVar pathogenic variants are found in CDK13, but on homologous positions there are eight pathogenic ClinVar variants annotated. Figure S5 . The software architecture of the MetaDome web server A high-level overview of the software architecture of the MetaDome web server. The architecture follows closely the Domain-driven design paradigm. In this architecture we make use of three distinct layers with separated responsibilities. The Presentation layer is responsible for the user interface and external communication handling. This layer takes care of all the visualizations in the web interface and any user input that needs further validation or that requires starting a celery job. In the controller layer all communication is handled from the MetaDome server to the Celery task queue. Job here instantiates and checks the status of jobs in the Celery queue that are initialized from Tasks. The Domain layer contains all the domain-knowledge of the MetaDome application. Here Repositories is the outside connection for approaching the internal database, so no domain knowledge is needed by the Presentation layer. The services take care of various computations on the data from Models and contains functionality to create the database via Data Generation. The entities present in Models are rich representations of data that is present in the database and combined with domain and variant information. These are pre-computed and are saved as tab separated files for fast and efficient lookup. The Factory is outside the layers, but initializes the configuration to run the MetaDome server (e.g. connections to the PostgreSQL and Celery Docker containers and start of the Flask web service).
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Supp Figure S6. The internal docker network architecture of the MetaDome web server
Metadome makes use of several docker containers that work jointly via docker-compose to provide various degrees of functionality. The Flask App docker container is responsible for hosting the MetaDome visual interface and at the first run it will create the mapping database. The Flask docker container communicates via the RabbitMQ service, which serves as a message broker, to the Celery docker container. This Celery container keeps track of the large tasks and the results of those tasks are temporarily stored in the Redis server. The PostgreSQL container houses the database containing the mapping between GENCODE transcripts and Swiss-Prot.
Supp Figure S7. The internal database architecture for the MetaDome web server
The backbone of the MetaDome web server is a relational PostgreSQL database. This schematic representation of the tables present an overview of the relations in the data and what type of information is stored for each data entry. This is the core data structure of MetaDome, all higher level entities that are used to display the visualization of the data are based on these relations. The table 'mappings' contain entries of a perchromosome position with codon to amino acid residue information. This is done for each of the nucleotides in a codon. The 'genes' table represent information from each of the transcripts present in the GENCODE database and the 'proteins' table correspond to global information on entries from the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot databank. The 'interpro_domains' table can support any type of interpro domain, but for the purpose of MetaDome contain solely the Pfam protein domains. This database brings together genomic and protein positions that can be further used for annotation purposes.
